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Covering your concerns
With urea costs doubling in Australia in the past year, 
prices are forecast to remain high for the foreseeable 
future. This unique insurance solution may help ensure  
that lower application of nitrogen won’t result in loss 
of yield revenue. When you develop your ratoon crop 
nitrogen management plan, explore how this insurance 
can save your urea input costs whilst protecting against 
potential yield shortfall from lower nitrogen use.

How it works
Unlike traditional crop insurance policies where claims 
are usually assessed and adjusted based on the physical 
impact of weather events and their impact on yield, 
Nitrogen Risk Insurance claim payments are based on the 
simulated yield outcomes using Bureau of Meteorology 
weather measurements including rainfall, temperature and 
solar radiation. Over the page we step through the process 
of how this insurance product works.

Sugarcane farmers can take additional confidence in  
the science underpinning this insurance program.  
The Nitrogen Risk Insurance product is based on over 20 
years of CSIRO’s understanding of sugarcane production 
including soil, agronomy and climate data. Each policy 
will be tailored to crop location, soil type and crop start 
(or ratooning) time. Farmers can insure one, some, or all 
of their ratoon blocks, providing complete flexibility and 
control over their buying decision.

Nitrogen Risk Insurance
Queensland sugarcane farmers can now cover the risk of yield shortfall from 
reduced applications of nitrogen, through an innovative and unique parametric 
solution developed by WTW. 

The possibility of immediate benefits 
for farmers as the savings on fertiliser 
costs could exceed the cost of 
insurance

Protection against reduced yield  
and revenue arising from reduced 
nitrogen rate

A personalised quote based on the 
location and soil of the block insured
Farmers select the blocks covered by 
the insurance; not all your blocks have 
to be insured

Farmers select the level of protection 
they require; you set the value of cane 
and any payout is linked to this value

In the event of loss parameters  
being triggered, the claims process is 
automated. Farmers won’t have to lodge 
a claim and insurance assessment is not 
required

Key Benefits
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For a climate, soil type and crop start 
combination, grower chooses their 
original N rate and their new N rate 
for the coming harvest season

Historical modelling of crop yield for
the selected combination is used to
calculate the insurance premium

Grower then chooses their cane
value and proceeds to buy insurance

Payout is calculated as any yield yield between the original and
new nitrogen rate is then calculated

Crop grows for 12 months and the 
modelling of yield is completed for 
your original and new nitrogen rate

Original

Your premium

Your insurance

New

Original New

Original New

+ Savings
on urea
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Disclaimer: While all reasonable skill and care has been taken in preparation of this document it should not be construed or relied upon as a substitute for 
specific legal advice from your legal adviser, or for specific advice on your insurance needs. No warranty or liability is accepted by Willis Australia Limited, its 
shareholders, directors, employees, other affiliated companies for any statement, error or omission.

Find out more

Visit our website to get a quote for your ratoon crop:
affinitytechnology.willistowerswatson.com/sales/
WTWCropInsurance

Require further information?
Contact the WTW Nitrogen Risk Insurance team:

Russell Mehmet
+61 (0) 402 795 050
russell.mehmet@wtwco.com

cropinsurance@willistowerswatson.com
Scan the QR code to  

visit our website

The buying journey


